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Abstract (English) 

 
The paper presents a novel engineering technology for integrated heterogeneous enterprise data ware-

houses. The enterprises have accumulated a huge and rapidly increasing data bulk, which is difficult to manipu-

late due to its heterogeneous nature. The integrated software engineering technology unifies manipulation of 

heterogeneous enterprise data warehouses. The technology incorporates mathematical models, methods and 

tools based on portal architecture  
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1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of the paper is to present a system 

layout of the new integrated heterogeneous ware-

housing technology. The present-day enterprises, 

large and geographically distributed production 

structures, have accumulated a rapidly increasing, 

huge data bulk. Currently, the volume of the bulk is 

measured in petabytes for certain enterprises, and it 

grows 10-fold every 5 years. Undoubtedly, the wa-

rehousing of the bulk is a major issue. The issue is 

even more challenging in case of a heterogeneous 

information bulk, which varies from well-

structured relational databases to tree and list non-

normalized structures, and even to weak-structured 

multimedia data (scanned papers, audio and video 

data etc.). The technology outlined below is aimed 

at more efficient heterogeneous enterprise-level 

warehousing due to a generalized, unified ap-

proach. The technology incorporates a set of mod-

els, methods and supporting  software tools for 

object-based data representation and manipulation 

of heterogeneous enterprise-level warehouses. The 

technology architecture is based on internet and 

intranet portals. 

 

2. Heterogeneous Enterprise Warehous-

ing: Problems and Features 
 

Unfortunately, the heterogeneous enterprise 

warehousing by means of the so-called “industry-

level” methodologies (e.g. IBM RUP, Microsoft 

MSF, Oracle CDM et al.) are not supported by ob-

ject-based theoretical generalizations, which results 

in either too narrow spectrum of “mono-vendor” 

solutions, or to inadequate time-and-cost expendi-

tures. Alternatively, the theoretically promising 

approaches to data modeling and integration (either 

category [3], combinatory [4], or ontology-based 

[7], “SYNTHESIS” project [6] et al.) are too re-

mote from state-of-the-art industry technologies (in 

CASE and RAD) and thus do not result in software 

systems with enterprise levels of scalability, ex-

pandability, ergonomics etc. A number of federal 

(Russia, USA, EC) and international (UN, 

UNESCO),  programs recognizing the challenging 

matter of the issues concerned is another proof of 

the demand for the new approach to heterogeneous 

enterprise warehousing. 

Thus, the new approach incorporates mathe-

matical models and supporting software toolkit, 

which provide integration with standard CASE-

tools for “industry-level” software development 

methodologies [9-11]. The approach suggested 

eliminates data warehouses duplications and con-

tradictions, which essentially increases the enter-

prise software system (ESS) robustness. The tech-

nology addresses a number of interrelated factors of 

software development, such as programming sys-

tems, data models, methodologies and tools, infor-

mation systems and DBMS architectures [12,13]. 

The innovative solutions of the technology 

suggested are: 

• General technological outline of ESS devel-

opment [11]; 

• Object models for ESS data representation and 

manipulation [14]; 

• Problem-oriented visual tools for semantics-

based ESS development and content manage-

ment (ConceptModeller [9], CMIS [12]); 

• Portal architecture [13], ESS prototypes and 

full-scale implementations in a number of en-

terprises [14]. 
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3. Heterogeneous Enterprise Warehous-

ing: the Integrated Model Set 
 

To adequately model heterogeneous ESS, a 

systematic approach has been developed, encom-

passing object models for both data representation 

and data manipulation.  

The general technological outline of ESS de-

velopment provides a closed-loop, two-way process 

with reengineering [10,11]. The latter is essential 

for ESS verification, which significantly increases 

their robustness. 

The new ESS development technology con-

tains stages, corresponding to heterogeneous data 

representation forms for the globally distributed 

software components (i.e. natural language, ma-

thematical models, CASE-tools integration, content 

management etc.) and to the levels, which instan-

tiate these stages (i.e. objects, relationships, events, 

examples of software toolkits and systems). 

The content-oriented approach allows data and 

metadata generalization on the basis of object mod-

els, it also provides for unified manipulation of 

heterogeneous objects and for adequate internet 

environment modeling, which is critical for ESS 

reliability and robustness. 

The object nature of the new models is based 

on “class-object-value” approach, which succeeds 

both the traditional OOAD and such theoretically 

promising approaches as (V.E.Wolfengagen’s con-

ceptual method [8] and D.Scott’s variable domains 

[2]), and which develops them in the direction of 

the internet environment [13]. 

The data model features the following technol-

ogical transformation sequence: 

1. finite sequence term (e.g., λ-calculus term) [1]; 

2. logical predicate (higher order logic is used) 

[2]; 

3. frame (graphical representation) [5]; 

4. XML object (ConceptModeller class declara-

tion) [9]; 

5. UML diagram (CASE-integrated data scheme) 

in ESS repository [10]. 

Thus, the content representation model is 

based on semantic networks situation interpreta-

tion, which is intuitively transparent for analysts 

when they chart the problem domain; frame-based 

visualization provides high ergonomics level of the 

model. The content management model is based on 

an abstract machine with states and role assign-

ments, which naturally generalizes the common 

processes for the similar tools (e.g., building web 

page templates, publishing web pages, role/access 

restrictions, etc.). Thus,  the major content man-

agement operations (such as declaration, evalua-

tion, personalized manipulation etc.) are modeled 

by the abstract machine language. Syntax and de-

notational semantics have been produced for the 

language in terms of variable domains (including 

content objects construction order, semantics func-

tions and statements for the above operations) 

[10,13,14].  

The data model features the following technol-

ogical transformation sequence: 

1. variable domain term; 

2. function over domains (in higher-order logics); 

3. frame (graphical representation); 

4. XML object (CMS web page template); 

5. HTML code on the ESS portal (CMS web page 

code). 

The integrated heterogeneous enterprise ware-

house architecture provides high unification degree 

due to generalized object associations at data and 

metadata levels. Also, heterogeneous ESS content 

manipulation is based on a unified internet portal 

meta-superstructure over the enterprise warehouse. 

Thus, dynamical, scenario-oriented portal-based 

content management is provided by assignments, 

which are implemented as programming language 

scenarios, switching the abstract machine states. 

Scenarios of another type implement persona-

lized content manipulation, supported by a multi-

parameter functional model and the original Intelli-

gent CMS tool (ICMS) [10-12]. 

 

4. The Warehousing Tools Imple-
mentation 

 

The ConceptModeller tool provides semanti-

cally-oriented visual data scheme development for 

heterogeneous ESS warehousing. ConceptModeller 

is based on a semantic network model, which pro-

vides intuitive and transparent nearly natural-

language support for problem analysts. Concept-

Modeller warehouse data visualization is based on 

frame representation of the data scheme [9]. 

Thus, ConceptModeller provides a self-

sufficient, continuous ESS warehouse development 

cycle from mathematical model to the CASE-level 

data scheme with reverse engineering. This is due 

its to integration with the models developed and  

state-of-the-art CASE-tools (frames are represented 

by ordered lists).  

The ICMS tool is based on an abstract machine 

model and provides problem-oriented visual mani-

pulation of ESS heterogeneous content and the con-

tent publication on the enterprise portal. The ICMS 

features flexible editing cycle and role mechanisms, 

which provide content access on the basis of dy-

namically adaptive profiles and web page tem-

plates. Due to scenario oriented content manage-

ment, the ICMS provides обеспечивает a unified 
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portal representation of heterogeneous data and 

metadata objects, flexible content interaction for 

various user levels (ordinary and privileged, intra-

net and external), high data security (which is based 

on access granting scenarios and profiles), a higher 

ergonomics level (based on flexible personaliza-

tion) and transparent manipulation of complex data 

objects (incl. multimedia). Thus, classes are 

represented by ordered lists of <attribute, type>, 

and templates – by ordered lists of < attribute, type, 

value> [10-12]. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

The approach resulted in a successful imple-

mentation of a unified ESS, which integrates such 

heterogeneous components as state-of-the-art 

Oracle ERP modules for financial planning and 

control, a legacy HR system and a weak-structured 

multimedia warehouse. Internet and intranet por-

tals, manipulating the heterogeneous ESS compo-

nents, provided a number of implementation in the 

enterprises of diversified international ITERA 

Group, incorporating around 10,000 employees in 

150 companies of more than 20 countries 

(http://www.iteragroup.com). 

The integral technological approach (mathe-

matical models, SDK tools, portal architecture) 

provides smooth interaction with a wide range of 

the state-of-the-art CASE products (IBM Rational, 

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, Oracle Developer) 

and ESS development standards (UML, XML). 

Such functional benefits of the approach as 

compared to the above mentioned competitors as 

handling complex heterogeneous and variably 

structured data objects, and integrating architectu-

rally diverse components have become possible – 

due to model and tool orientation to heterogeneous 

portal-based ESS. The qualitative assessments of 

the approach features have been approved by com-

parison of the major macro indexes (such as TCO, 

ROI and implementation terms). The ITERA im-

plementation results outperform the leading indus-

try-level methodologies by 30-40% on the average. 

Research results-based ESS implementations 

and curricula have been applied to a number of 

commercial and governmental enterprise-level or-

ganizations (such as ITERA International Group of 

Companies, Institute for Control Problems of Rus-

sian Academy of Sciences, Russian Ministry of 

Industry and Energy etc.) [13,14]. 
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